SHOW YOUR
LOCAL LOVE

GROWING UP POOR
IN THE
OUTAOUAIS

1 OUT OF 4 CHILDREN

GROW UP IN
A FAMILY WITH

A LOW INCOME

THESE CHILDREN
have a 7-year lower life
expectancy compared
to the average

have a 2,5 times
greater risk of
dropping out
of high school

are more
affected by food
insecurity

7 years

WHAT THIS MEANS

AT 3

they
know about

600
ER

FEW
WORDS

compared to children
from well-off families

they risk lacking the same skills to

AT 5
understand a
clear instruction

express
themselves
clearly

tie their
shoes

BY ACTING EARLY AND GIVING FAMILIES THE RIGHT TOOLS,
WE CAN BREAK THE CYCLE OF POVERTY

AN INVESTMENT OF $ 579,000
TO SUPPORT YOUTH SUCCESS
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Over the last 75 years, Centraide Outaouais has put down deep roots in the community. As GCWCC
donors, the constant proofs of your loyalty and solidarity have been instrumental in that process,
and your renewed trust in us is what motivates us in all that we do.
Thanks to the GCWCC and your donations, Centraide Outaouais has become a leader in the fight
against poverty and social exclusion. We are proud of the network of 84 community agencies you
help to support as they provide essential services and help to improve the quality of life for the
vulnerable in our region.
The federal government’s workplace campaign accounts for 50% of the funds raised by Centraide
Outaouais. Many of you work alongside us in the struggle to build better lives. There is strength in
numbers, and your efforts have a very substantial impact on a practical level on the well being of
our community. Working hand in hand with us, you help to ensure that no one is left behind, and
that even the most vulnerable can look forward to a better future. In many cases, the initial contact
people in difficulty have with a Centraide-supported agency provides the lifeline that offers new
hope for a life filled with possibilities.
We provide help with homework; sexual, physical and psychological abuse prevention workshops;
emergency housing and meal services; assistance with job searches, group kitchens and community
gardens to thousands of youngsters, teens, adults and seniors in need. With your generous support,
we are able to support nearly 65,000 needy people.
The pages that follow provide an outline of our operations throughout the Outaouais, showing just
what can be accomplished when we all work together to build a better community. Thank you for all
the local love you have shown.

NATHALIE LEPAGE
Executive Director 				
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1 OVERALL ACTION

IT TAKES AN ENTIRE NETWORK TO HELP A SINGLE PERSON!

PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSISTANCE

FOOD AID

SOCIAL AND
OCCUPATIONAL
INTEGRATION

• Vulnerable individuals have many needs.
• Behind homelessness there often lies a problem
of dependency;
• Behind a problem of dependency there is
sometimes a situation involving physical, sexual
or psychological abuse;
• And behind any crisis situation there is always
a deep sense of despair and a feeling of
helplessness;
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DRUG
ADDICTION

HOUSING

This is why we act globally, why we work on
several fronts at the same time. And so, by
supporting 84 community agencies and
7 initiatives, Centraide Outaouais helps
tighten the social safety net.

4 FIELDS
OF ACTION
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An investment of

$579,000

SUPPORTING
YOUTH SUCCESS
SOME RESULTS
Developing social and workplace skills, acquiring entrepreneurial values, enjoying their first
meaningful work experience, getting off the street – this is what young people aged 12 to 17 learn
when they attend the organic vegetable garden summer camp at the Jardin éducatif du Pontiac.
Under the supervision of social caseworkers, the teenagers are paid to work on weeding, watering,
harvesting and cleaning of vegetables, making sales at the stall, and learn how to use tools and
equipment safely. Some 20 kids enjoyed an enriching and unforgettable experience.
The Centre Actu-Elle provides school reintegration services that equip young mothers to develop
their personal, parental and social capabilities. In cooperation with the Centre d’éducation aux
adultes at La Cité in Masson-Angers, young mothers can resume their secondary

28,911

7,411

87%

helped to stay in school by
Centraide Outaouais and
Centraide-supported agencies

taking part in physical,
sexual and psychological
abuse prevention workshops    

with delayed-development
children assisted by
Équipe Soutien Famille

CHILDREN
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CHILDREN

OF FAMILIES

An investment of  

$816,200

TAKING CARE
OF THE ESSENTIALS
DES RÉSULTATS
Gîte ami provides stabilization and reintegration services to its clients. During a three-month
stay, they are guided by caseworkers who are responsible for working with them to build a
workplan to take themselves in hand, learning to support themselves and contributing to the
cost of their stay.
With the help of the Association coopérative d’économie familiale (ACEF), people can regain
control of their finances. The agency works to defend clients’ rights and help with budgeting,
debt and consumer skills. The emphasis is on values of solidarity, social justice and financial
independence.

2,930

24,624

48,5%

placed in emergency or
temporary accommodation

receiving
food aid    

in number of meals distributed to
children since 2013

PEOPLE

PEOPLE

INCREASE
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An investment of  

$498,000

BREAKING
SOCIAL ISOLATION
SOME RESULTS
CALACS Vallée-de-la-Gatineau provides services to women and girls aged 12 and over who have
been assaulted recently or in the past, namely in the form of direct individual and group help, or
telephone support, as well as prevention and awareness activities. The support program includes
workshops, talks, information stands, awareness activities, activist training and arts activities.
The mission of Entre Deux Roues is to improve the quality of life for people with mobility
challenges, in particular by promoting their social and cultural reintegration and breaking their
social isolation. Just a few examples of the agency’s comprehensive program include learning
activities, group gardens, therapeutic baths supervised by occupational therapists, recreational
and sports activities, visits to festivals, wheelchair hikes and fishing trips.

1,145

8,377

taking part in activities to promote
social integration

in intake, integration and interpretation
services for newcomers

PEOPLE
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INTERVENTIONS

An investment of

$637,000

BUILDING CARING
COMMUNITIES
SOME RESULTS
The Maison de la famille in Quyon recently opened the very first fitness centre in that area,
providing residents with a welcoming place to enjoy physical exercise and develop a healthy
lifestyle. The objectives include reducing school dropouts and addressing social isolation, food
insecurity and sedentary habits among people of all ages.
The Groupe communautaire Deschênes is a neighbourhood facility that welcomes and assists
residents to improve their quality of life and the quality of life of the community through citizen
participation, solidarity and engagement. The many activities it provides include summer camps
for young people, sports activities, a sugar shack brunch, and talks on parenting skills.

250,281

5,072

contributed by people who support their
communities.

who contribute to the success
of our agencies.  

VOLUNTEER HOURS

VOLUNTEERS
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CENTRAIDE OUTAOUAIS’S EXPERTISE
IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Using the experience we have acquired in social development, we
search for sustainable solutions to the problems of poverty, and
this is why we participate in such things as structuring initiatives.
Centraide Outaouais participated in the creative thinking that
led to the establishment of the Observatoire en développement
de l’Outaouais (ODO) to shed more light on local issues; it
officially opened in March 2018. We also supported the Table de
concertation sur la faim et le développement social en Outaouais,
which developed the Carte communautaire de la faim, a tool that
maps out the local food supply and existing initiatives so as to
match the response to the need. Year-round, and even in times
of crisis – tornadoes, floods, Covid-19 – we mobilize our agencies
and the entire community to maximize our impact in the fight
against poverty and social exclusion.

FUNDING ALLOCATION
Centraide Outaouais is recognized for the care it takes in
allocating the moneys raised, and in its overall management.
We accordingly struck a committee on agency relations and
funding allocation (Comité d’allocation et des relations avec les
organismes – CARO), made up of experienced and dedicated
volunteers from varied professional backgrounds in the Outaouais
region, divided into teams, who share the work of reviewing
applications and visiting agencies. Every year, the members of the
review teams do an excellent job, putting in nearly 50 hours as
they work on their reports.
CARO’s role is to make recommendations to the board of
directors so that the proceeds of the fundraising campaign will be
distributed as wisely as possible, according to strict criteria. It is
the board that determines the amount allocated to each agency.
VOTRE GIFT = OUR ACTION!
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